An academic discipline or field of study is a branch of knowledge, taught and researched as part of higher education. A scholar's discipline is commonly defined by the university faculties and learned societies to which they belong and the academic journals in which they publish research. Disciplines vary between well-established ones that exist in almost all universities and have well-defined Engineering.


Undergraduate Programs | Future Students. University of We offer curriculum focused on contemporary tendencies and perspectives, providing high quality of educational programs equal to European, Canadian and American Universities at lower costs. The Russian language is one of the most popular languages in the world. Full time & online study modes. Includes all the advantages of a colorful student life: competitions, events and festivals organized

Economics of fascism - Wikipedia Find out about our three campuses Every effort is made to keep the information on this page current and accurate. However, in the rare event of a discrepancy between the information on this page and the calendar and/or program listing of the academic division, the divisional information is ...
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